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Three main broad topics
•

Who are we? What do we represent?

•

Whom have we to engage?

•

What the practice says about how to proceed? Some
general principles illustrated by case studies.

Who Are We? What Do We Represent?
•

We are science communicators. In particular, communicators of
planetary science.

•

We are researchers/teachers and students, PIOs of research
organizations, employees of non-academic educational
institutions including planetariums and public observatories. And
staffjournalists, freelancers, activists, space enthusiasts, etc.

•

Our primary task is to disseminate knowledge about European
planetary research (but see below) among the general public

•

But we can´tforget particular target groups of interest (e.g.,
politicians, enterpreneurs, media persons, even „celebrities“)

•

Thus being „eurocentric“, we should keep in mind planetary
sciences do represent truly international and global effort

Who Are We... ? (cont.)
•

Philosophy and ethics of our approach

•

A strong need to observe the standards.

•

But, simultaneously, we need innovation and to seek
novelty ways in all our efforts – not for the sake of originality
at every price but due to changing readership, viewers
and audience in general habits with special attention to
young people.

•

Background: retreat of printed media, rise and partial
decline of TV and fantastic rise of the Internet as a whole
with an emphasis on social media

Whom Do We Have to Engage
•

1. editorial staff as a whole; 2. staff science reporters and
writers, 3. head reporters, 4. deputy editors, 5. title editors,
6. editors-in-chief, 7. publishers

•

general reporters in printed newspapers and magazines,
TV news anchors and their bosses

•

specialized external contributors from among research
and educational professionals, freelancers

•

and last but not least, always remember who is
prospective audience of your piece, that´s an ultimate
engagement!!!

Inspiring practice 1
•

Grey is theory, just tree of living is green (J.W. Goethe)

•

But: theory/methodology IS IMPORTANT!

•

Read top science journals for the public regularly (e.g.,
Scientific American, New Scientist, Popular Science) –
these might be not published in your native language but
you will learn how to structure text and to work with key
blocks (definitions, descriptions, illustrations, etc.)

•

Look for experiences of other science writers (e.g., Science
Journalism Course, http://www.wfsj.org/course/,
webpages of science writers organizations, Nieman
Laboratory of Journalism at Harvard University,
www.niemanlab.org)

Inspiring practice 2
•

Make a reconnaissance of a medium you plan to use, as well as
of its personnel („Knowledge is power!“; in this respect Google is
a master tool, you can find a lot from purely public and open
sources (e.g., nature lovers, sci-fi fans, creative/adventurous
personalities, what are their favourite topics)

•

In this context, select a topic you want to „sell“ with a general
attractivity („sexy“), or a topic containing a „sexy element“ at
least, related to some point of intense current discourse

•

Consider very carefully timing of your piece (important scientific
or cultural background event, special anniversary), if your topic
is not a hot one by itself

•

While writing, keep in mind the need for clarity, brevity and
visualisation

Apply F-word
•

Framing

•

Framing

•

Framing

FRAMING!!!!!!!

What does it mean „to frame“?
•

One always has to put his/her topic into a proper context

•

The context involved should be a terrestrial one: in spite of
our topics being astronomical/planetological, there exist
some links connecting these to matters known to most
people in a prospective audience from a life as usual

•

Most notorious example: comparison with our Earth and
specific conditions on its surface and interior or within its
atmosphere, ionosphere, etc. Say, climate of Mars,
chemical composition of atmosphere, hydrosphere,
volcanism)

•

Crucial significance of the comparative method to
science in general.

Modes of engaging 1: You as an author
•

Most media – in spite of badly limited budgets (remember,
the classical media are in an existential crisis) – still
welcome external contributors, given the respective topic
you propose is of a sufficient interest to their audience

•

Differentiate carefully between general and specialized
media, select your contact person/reporter, editor

•

Ask politely for a review of your text after it is processed by
your contact person or others in the editorial office; it
requires additional time and effort but it is worth of it

•

Be prepared for the fact that the title is in competence of
editors, just do your best to guard it will not change into
some kind of nonsense (e.g., astronomy è astrology, L)

Modes of engaging 1 (cont.)
•

Structure, structure

•

An appropriate title, think about it thoroughly

•

Perex: summarize the message of your text into one (two at
most) sentence to follow immediately after the title

•

Start the text with a smooth transition from the perex but include
something attractive (quote, analogy, etc.)

•

Do not forget „necessities“: who, where, when (anyone
interested can use the respective key words to find more details
using Google, etc.)

•

Respect editorial changes, do not be touchy or jealous as for
your formulations, after all, no one of us is Shakespeare, mostly
(in 90% and more) the changes are improving the piece, just be
on guard in relation to factual and contextual correctness

Inspiring practice 2: You as an expert
•

Do not hesitate to offer to your contact person to
comment about current hot topics

•

Try to divert his/her attention to forthcoming important
events (e.g., a planetary probe entering the orbit), do it
regularly and repeatedly, if necessary (the editorial office is
a very busy place, with many conflicting activities and the
publishing space is always limited, especially in the print)

•

You can serve as an „expert voice“ mentioned in the text

•

Or, ideally, you can become a subject of whole interview
circling around an important news piece and its context

Inspiring practice 3: You as a source
•

Cultivate relations with your media contacts systematically
over a long-time basis

•

Do not be touchy if this or that of your proposals is
rejected, simply, it happens due to various factors which
might not be related to you at all

•

You can try the luck with other of your media contacts;
from time to time, offer a stuff without your authorship

•

Have a diverse portfolio, of course, the media return to this
or that topic if there is something new, but there has to be
a measured approach in this („too much planetary
science“ in a rather short interval), be patient

Summing it up
•

A broader portfolio is crucial

•

Media relations is a long-distance run, cultivate these even
if this – at the first sight – put an unbearable price on your
time/effort, it pays off later

•

Learn constantly what has worked and what did not and
correct your approach accordingly (it is a lifelong process)

•

Act politely but be strict as for factual and contextual
correctness; nevertheless, do not criticize errors excessively,
they happen, just highlight how these are damaging
reputation of the medium; YOU NEED THE MEDIA MORE!!!

•

Thank you very much for your attention!

